Conceptualizing Supplier Work Passion in light of the Zigarmi's Framework
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Abstract: Similar to other systems, the supply chains are also evolving, and old problems are seeking a new outlook. Work passion is an important concept in human resource management literature, but it rarely sought attention in supply chain management literature in the context of suppliers. By building upon some works by Drea Zigarmi on the employee work passion, the current study makes a pioneering attempt in defining supplier work passion and then conceptualizing it through an eight-dimensional construct. Therefore, a novel framework has been constructed. It is argued that a supplier can be an organization, but it behaves like a passionate individual in its dealing with the buyers. The study is of theoretical and practical significance and is likely to create a new debate in supply chain management on the significance of supplier work passion.
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1. Introduction

Organizations attempt to recruit the best-fit employees along with enhancing the performance of existing employees (Nawaz \textit{et al.}, 2020). Inline, it would be plausible if organizations recruit passionate employees, which might be imperative to bring the organizational performance upward. Not only organizations but supply chain integration also requires passionate people (McCarter, Fawcett, & Magnan, 2005). Supply chain management (SCM) is a transformative field growing while absorbing ideas from different fields (Mahmoudi \textit{et al.}, 2021; Wieland, 2021). Given that, the classic work of Dauch and Troyanovich (1993) discussed the significance of building teams, Just-In-Time material management, flexible production system, product quality, and work effectively with unions and suppliers. In social psychology, passion is a motivational construct that is domain-specific (Chen \textit{et al.}, 2009). Johri \textit{et al.} (2016) found that the concept of passion has been studied in three different contexts 1) in the context of work, 2) in the context of activities, and 3) in the context of entrepreneurship. Although work passion is relevant for people, it is not irrelevant for organizations.

Perttula (2004) has defined passion for work in the context of work as a psychological state described by a sense of imperative connection towards an individual's work, the experience of strong positive emotions, and an internal drive to work. According to this conceptualization, work passion is a state...
consisting of both cognitive and emotional components (meaningful connection and internal drive, joy, and subjective vitality, respectively). Here, a meaningful connection refers to intertwined an individual identity with his/her work. The emotional aspects here deal with a feeling of love towards work, happiness and enjoyment, joy, and other dimensions of work passion. While talking about passion, if an individual does it through the mental process, then that individual becomes passionate about work (Zigarmi et al., 2009). Further, Zigarmi defined work passion as an individual's state of emotionally positivity, persistent state of well-being, affective and cognitive appraisals of various jobs.

Vallerand et al. (2003) proposed the most prominent definition of passion in the context of activities as passion is a strong inclination in which individuals invest energy and time, consider it important, and like it as is self-defining activity. Further, they also proposed "obsessive passion (OP) and harmonious passion (HP)" as the two types of passion in the context of activities. These types of passion differ on the basis of personal identity, e.g., self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Obsessive passion typically involves creating an internal pressure, a controlled internalization of activities in individuals' identity to engage in the activities that please them (Vallerand et al., 2003). Whereas, to engage individuals in the activity they like, the autonomous internalization is called harmonious passion (Vallerand et al., 2003).

To define work passion, the emotional component of passion in the context of entrepreneurship has been the focus of academicians, for instance, passion is elaborated as selfish love of work (Shane, Locke & Collins, 2003; Baum & Locke, 2004). Further, Smilor (1997) defined passion as zeal, joy, and enthusiasm that emanate from the vital pursuit of a worthy, challenging, and uplifting purpose. Later making passion a single construct, Cardon et al. (2009) provided the concept of entrepreneurial passion by integrating motivational and emotional component. Consequently, entrepreneurial passion is feeling that is defined as "consciously accessible intense positive feelings experienced by engagement in entrepreneurial activities associated with roles that are meaningful and salient to the self-identity of the entrepreneur" (Cardon et al., 2009).

In the disciplines dominated by technologies, techniques, and technical people, it is no wonder "soft" issues are usually overlooked as "hard" issues get most of the attention (Javed et al., 2018). Supply chain management is no exception. Literature is abundant on supplier selection problems and other hard issues related to SCM; however, the soft issues received less attention from scholars and practitioners alike. For instance, Murphy and Smith (2009) recognized the insignificant amount of research dedicated to understanding the suppliers' perspectives. Inline, Jia et al. (2014) also recognized the importance of developing theory in this context. Passion has been studied extensively in different industries, from the entertainment industry (Klein, 2007) to the healthcare sector (Luo et al., 2014), to the education sector (Gilal et al., 2019), and the general work environment (Murnieks & Cardon, 2019). However, to the best of our knowledge, the suppliers' work passion has rarely been studied, if ever. The current study attempts to fill this gap by making a pioneering attempt in conceptualizing and defining the supplier work passion.

2. What is work passion, and what isn't?

Based on preceding notions (e.g., Zigarmi et al., 2010), work passion is defined as a person's persistent and emotional state of desire based on cognitive and affective work appraisals that lead to consistent work behaviors and intentions. These consistent behaviors and intentions contain everything from being determined to organizational citizenship behaviors. From the literature (Zigarmi et al., 2009), it is likely that work passion overlaps and also could be interchangeable with different constructs. Nonetheless, we argued about the work passion as it owns distinctive abilities that support its distinctiveness. As a result, we describe the association of work passion with empowerment, intrinsic motivation, job engagement, and other possible consequences. Given that, Conger and Kanungo (1988) defined empowerment as a form of and to improve self-efficacy. Thus, empowerment is deliberated as a cognitive state (related to work passion) that focused on self-perceptions of control and ability.

While talking about emotionality and work passion, emotionality having the elements of liking and well-being, not included in empowerment but has been involved in many thoughts of work passion (Zigarmi et al., 2009). On the other hand, talking about work engagement, Hartter et al. (2002) made enthusiasm a part of work engagement. Besides, work passion provides encouragement in the form of incentives, which is more proactive and extensive. Extending this argument, we observed that
engagement is too closely associated with the literature of organizational commitment, job involvement, and burnout.

More importantly, from the above discussion, it is easy to say that engagement does not cover the degree of work passion and impact of work passion on individuals. Employees are emotionally focused on the activities they like (Nawaz et al., 2018) and intend to produce favorable responses. However, rather than simply affect, the construct of work passion is more wide-ranging. Affect is not necessarily be associated with organizational activities for which employees are passionate. Thus, affect, compared to passion, has more global feelings of negative or positive emotions. Feelings related to work passion are directed to definite activities such as constructing sales reports and networking. Further, employees may also direct their passion towards certain individuals. Finally, intrinsic motivation refers to pleasure and fulfillment derived from short-term inter-personal task interactions (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Taking the concept of intrinsic motivation, affect, and engagement, the work passion is habitually a self-enhancing state, and hence flattering a stable feature of individuals' identity (Vallerand et al., 2003).

Work passion is highly interrelated to work engagement. In this regard, a number of parameters have been discussed in the literature in which (1) a clear framework is still missing explaining the antecedents and consequences, (2) few common conceptual components have been used by both academicians and practitioners, and (3) convincing evidence were available showing that engagement is a multidimensional construct. Three research implications based on the social cognitive theory of appraisal (SCTA) have been drowned (Zigarmi et al., 2011), (1) to better understand the work passion, the affective aspect of appraisal should be assessed, (2) valuation cognition and intention cognition should be differentiated, and (3) intention and behavior should be differentiated. Besides these parameters, work passion has mainly been neglected to be discussed with the new context of specific employee category. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, the literature also neglected the exploration of organizational work passion, as in certain situations, an "individual" can have characteristics of both an individual and an organization. For instance, a supplier can be an individual or organization. Can we say when a supplier is an individual, it can be passionate about work, but when it is an organization, it cannot be? The literature is silent on such questions.

2.1 Dark side of work passion and its associated outcomes

The bright side of work passion has been linked with positive moods and emotions, including potency and optimism (Zigarmi et al., 2010). However, the dark sides of work passion can be observed when work passion reaches an obsessive or excessively high level (Ho et al., 2011). For instance, uncontrolled rumination is associated with extreme passion and inflexibility (Ratelle et al., 2004; Vallerand et al., 2003). Moreover, passion at its extreme level is associated with aggressive behaviors, including the following aspects: the accumulation of job-related materials, eradicating barriers, and supporting the active detection of goals (Cardon et al., 2009). Thus, when there is high passion in employees, behaviors, and intentions may be considered threatening. Finally, obsessive passion levels may lead to persistence that hinders interpersonal relationships with peers and task completion (Vallerand et al., 2010).

In sum, employees who are just way too into work can easily be identified, they often are shunned by others, and their performance can vary passionately. Thereby, we argue that passion affects the behaviors at large so that how behaviors are internally scripted and externally presented. Research has acknowledged that self-regulation is essential while predicting the failure and success of passion-driven behavior (Lafrnière et al., 2011). Research opportunities associating passion with directories of self-control are challenging yet abundant (Baumeister et al., 2005). In the supply chain context, the dark dimension of work passion is equally important. We can recall many cases (Lewis, 2021; Nix, 2019) where a potential supplier tried to improperly influence a deal or even sued the buyers for not seeking their services. Can we attribute the misconducts in the supplier-buyer relationships to the dark side of supplier work passion?

3. The Proposed Framework of Supplier Work Passion

Drea Zigarmi and colleagues pioneered one of the most refined and well-established frameworks of work passion (Zigarmi et al., 2009), referred to as the Zigarmi’s Framework in the current study. By summarizing their point of view, we conclude that the three components such as affect, intentions, and
cognition, must be assimilated into any useful definition of passion, satisfaction, or commitment. By using the appraisal construct affect, intention, and cognition, we understand the operational definition of work passion as follows (Zigarmi et al., 2009: 310).

"Employee work passion is an individual’s persistent, emotionally positive, meaning-based, and state of well-being stemming from reoccurring cognitive and affective appraisals of various job and organizational situations that results in consistent, constructive work intentions and behaviors.”

As can be observed, work passion is a higher-order construct that can be explained and examined by incorporating several conceptual relationships. Since intentions and behaviors are meaning-based elements, so the element of persistence and values motivation exist which intentionally and conceptually are the basis for discretionary efforts, organizational citizenship behavior, and excellent performance over time.

An appraisal is an ongoing occurrence that is a latent aspect of the operational definition, the outcome from an ongoing appraisal process. It also implies that, depending upon the characteristics of the nature of work and organization, different variables may come into play in different time durations. Thus, the term situation is a significant point of discussion here that relies on an ongoing historical association, thus creating various meanings and experiences. The proposed context, i.e., the supplier work passion with innovation as one of its core constructs, is also highly important here as passionate suppliers may possess cognitive elements that encourage them for creative thinking and ultimately result in innovation.

The literature categorizes the employee work passion into eight elements (Zigarmi et al., 2011): 1) meaningful work, 2) collaboration, 3) fairness, 4) autonomy, 5) recognition, 6) growth, 7) connectedness with the leader, and 8) connectedness with colleagues. Based on the above discussion and considering its importance in supply chain management (Bai & Sarkis, 2010), innovativeness can also be added to it. It is believed that if suppliers would pay attention to the elements of work passion, then high work passion in suppliers can probably be observed, and when they are passionate, then the thrust of innovation may be produced in the cognition of suppliers. In light of the work of Zigarmi et al. (2009), and considering the importance of innovation in the supplier-buyer relationship, the construct of supplier work passion has been developed and presented in Table 1, while the complete supplier work passion model has been shown in Figure 1. Meanwhile, by building upon the work of Zigarmi et al. (2009) and the nine-dimensional construct of supplier work passion discussed in Table 1, the current study pioneers the operational definition of supplier work passion, which is defined as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Perceived Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>A supplier perceives a business environment where both parties have the tools, training,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>support, and authority to make selling and buying decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>A supplier perceives the environment and culture of the business partnership that improves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>its collaboration and cooperation with its buyers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>A supplier perceives the business environment where revenue, resources, and opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>are fair and balanced and equitable, and both partners treat each other with respect and as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>per the commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>A supplier perceives a business environment where it has an opportunity to learn, grow,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and develop capabilities that lead to profitability and business growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovativeness</td>
<td>A supplier perceives a business environment where its work passion could be highly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compatible with technological changes and its innovativeness seek out new sources of useful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful work</td>
<td>A supplier perceives the buyers’ larger purpose through products and services they buy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>considers its services to be worthwhile, and are proud of its contributions and actions that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>help the buyers serve their customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>A supplier perceives a business environment where it is recognized and appreciated by the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>buyers for its extraordinary contributions, where it receives future orders for these</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contributions, and where it is contributing to a positive relationship with the buyers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectedness with the</td>
<td>A supplier perceives a business environment where it is trusted by the buyers and where they</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buyers</td>
<td>make an effort to form long-term business relationships with it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectedness with the</td>
<td>A supplier perceives a business environment where it is trusted by the industry (and market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>industry</td>
<td>and is furnished with the support it required for long-term sustainability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A supplier work passion is a supplier's persistent, compatible with technological changes, ideologically positive, meaning-based state of well-being stemming from reoccurring cognitive and affective appraisals of various work situations that results in consistent, constructive work intentions and behaviors towards the buyer and the industry.

4. Discussion

Zigarmi's framework explained certain fundamentals about the occurrence of work passion. Appraisal concept clearer the picture of antecedents and development of work passion. From the research methodology point of view, a separate measure is needed to confirm, delineate, and explain various aspects if a construct is to be validated (Breckler, 1984). The three components (intention, cognition, and affect) are unobservable, hypothetical constructs, and thereby no single measure was assumed in terms of work passion. Similarly, this study suggests that by considering the importance of suppliers’ work passion, there is a dire need to develop the measure of supplier work passion. By taking this measure, the modifiers, antecedents, and consequences of supplier work passion would be more fully understood.

In today's world, technology is considered the engine of growth, and organizations need to keep change with rapid advancements in technology. For contemporary organizations, perhaps, the greatest challenge is the integration and acquisition of technology in their structure, strategy, and process. In this context, the compatibility of work passion could be high with these technological changes. Endless creative thinking and innovation need to espouse organizations in such a competitive environment to gain a competitive advantage.

It was observed that employees having a passionate state can easily adapt the challenging situations (Gubman, 2004). Similarly, the supplier work passion would be compatible with technological changes. Thereby, the buyers' need to buy from passionate suppliers is augmented. In addition, two outcomes might be succeeded by supplier work passion (a) creative thinking and innovation to seek out new sources of knowledge, and (b) tap out insight for building relationships (Hagel III et al., 2010). Thus, buyers and industry (market) need to recruit innovative and passionate suppliers to move forward with continuous improvements. To date, there has been only one study (i.e., Zigarmi et al., 2011) which, instead of personal characteristics, investigated the association of work environment characteristics with work passion. Thus, it has important implications for developing a construct for supplier work passion. Considering the significance of supplier work passion, the current study recommends developing a measure on supplier work passion to which basic accompaniment and support is provided in the current study. Inline, the supplier work passion can empirically be investigated with dispositional antecedents.

One may argue that passion is an individual characteristic or a behaviour exhibited by individuals, is it logical to extend it to an organizational entity like a supplier? Here, the study argues that the supplier may or may not be an organization. For example, in many cases, small businesses usually buy from suppliers who happen to be individuals. These individuals may or may not be acting on behalf of an organization. Generally, it is more likely that a supplier may be an organization. If an organization can

![Figure 1. The supplier work passion model (adapted from Zigarmi et al., 2009: 310)](image-url)
have a 'vision,' 'mission,' and 'power,' what's wrong with having a 'passion'? Isn't an organization merely a group of individuals? It is true that passion is mainly associated with corporate founders, business leaders, entrepreneurs, employees, workers, and other individuals (Makino et al., 2020; Balon & Rimé, 2013). Interestingly, some writers did indeed mention "passionate organization" (Lucas, 1999), a research organization's "passion" [for science] (Nature, 2020), a newspaper's "passion" [for criticism] (Stalin, 1954), and a country's "passion" [for education] (Regan, 2018). However, it should be noted that in the end, the passion of an organizational entity (e.g., a supplier firm’s passion for the work for a buyer firm) is supposed to be the sum of the passion of the people who make the organization. The current study argues that an organization can also exhibit passion, but the form of this passion can be different from employee's passion and is a subject of future studies. Also, for those who recognize passion as "the first source of all our enquiries" (Martin, 2021), and know business and market enquiries are an integral part of any organization, it is not difficult to appreciate the proposed concept of supplier work passion irrespective of the fact we view supplier as an individual, group or an organization.

5. Conclusion

Work passion remains a popular topic in the literature concerning human resources and organizational behavior (Hagel III et al., 2010; Perttula, 2004; Carpenter, Mageau & Vallerand, 2012). Johri et al (2016) defined passion in the context of 'work', 'activities', and 'entrepreneurship'. The current study adds to it 'business relationship' as well, where business relationship implies the profitable relationship between the provider of a service or product and its buyer. The supplier-buyer relationship is a particular example of this relationship. Meanwhile, the study proposes a novel definition and construct of supplier work passion. Also, 'innovation' has been introduced in the construct of work passion. Thus, in the current study, a novel framework of supplier work passion has been proposed.

Since the framework is new and original, further research is needed to develop the scale of supplier work passion and test its antecedents and consequences empirically with various constructs. Also, how to quantify or estimate supplier work passion is another area of future research. While noting that the scientific literature is almost silent on the passion demonstrated by an organization, the current study has initiated a debate for future researchers, especially from the disciplines of organizational behavior and supply chain management. How does the scientific community responds to this initiative is yet to be seen.
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